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May Prize List
Our Prize list is of course missing this month due to our inability to
have a general meeting at the church.
Hope all are doing well and staying safe in this Covid infection time!

Please visit the Club Web Page for all the latest links and information
http://www.durhampc-usersclub.on.ca/
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Raspberry PI – As Easy as PI
By Peter Camilleri
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- By Dan Delong

Fibre in Durham

Even though Rogers has recently put fibre underground in many old neighbourhoods, Bell has also been running above
ground fibre in these same areas, with lots of unconnected cable simply coiled up at the base of poles. I assume that this
costly infrastructure will be put to use at some future date (possibly for 5G). In the mean time, a local company (one of
our past club presenters) – telMAX – is offering unlimited Internet for $80/mnth +$5modem/router in the Brooklin
area. It appears that telMAX is hoping for a threshold of interest before investing in the fibre infrastructure for any
group of homes. In the meantime, Bell and Rogers have also been cold calling potential fibre package customers,
offering plans that do not yet match telMAX (in my opinion). [I don’t believe any of these companies will let
homeowners use their own modem and router, but some may allow outright purchase.] Teksavvy (a reseller of Rogers
cable broadband) will rent out the hardware, or allow installation of outside modem purchases, from a list of approved
hardware. Teksavvy is also installing fibre in its home territory of south-western Ontario. This heavy spending, by
Rogers and Bell, despite the lack of customers, might be a signal to the CRTC of their commitment to infrastructure,
while buttressing their argument for higher reseller rent fees.
https://www.telmax.com/

Neural Networking Creates Best Deep Fakes Yet

Hollywood has hit upon a long sought after ability; that being, a way to improve translation into other languages – all
languages – with completely convincing facial expressions and lip movements. [Back in the early days of bi-lingual
television shows, like the Plouffe Family, scenes had to be shot in both English and French.] Overdubbing, using voice
actors with similar tonality to the original actor, was not convincing enough to work for all scenes, even when editors
and script writers tried to match lips to alternate languages. Today’s powerful computers, can process so much so
quickly, that famous actors can be post-processed into any other language.
https://arstechnica.com/gaming/2021/05/robert-de-niro-speaks-fluent-german-in-taxi-driver-thanks-to-ai/
Deep fakes have also changed satellite maps, replacing buildings with foliage and adding buildings where none exist,
even inside populated cities. Google’s 3D view (“as the crow flies”) has always used algorithms to fill areas containing
trees and bushes with thick computer generated greenery.
https://www.wired.com/story/deepfake-maps-mess-sense-world/
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Zoom Certified Camera – very capable

Anker sells a USB-C, 1080p, 60 frames per second web cam with AI (for colour balancing and focusing) and two
smart microphones, for about $130 USD. Of course, the PowerConf C300 can be used for all other web conferencing
platforms, not just Zoom. It mounts on a screen or on a tripod, with 4 planes of adjustment and adaptive framing to take
in a wide angle, or just the area framed by the main speaker (using the Anker Works free software). Should there be any
worry about privacy; the camera comes with a couple of stick-on, sliding, privacy covers. If the included USB-C to
regular USB 2 adapter is be used, the frame rate may be cut in half.
The Plantronics Poly (another conferencing camera) offers a similar, but very high resolution 4K camera, (
certified by Microsoft Teams) for about $800 CDN.
https://us.anker.com/products/a3361

Windows 10 - 21H1 in Late May
My 21H1 updates started happening in late May. Windows Hello – for verification
– can now use cameras other than the device’s built-in camera. Application Guard
keeps malware scripts from jumping out into the main operating system. Microsoft
isn’t saying much about the Group Policy improvements, other than that
propagation over networks is faster. October 2021 will bring a more extensive
update – 21H2. To ask for the 21H1 update, push the Windows key and type
“update” in the search box.
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Twitter Spaces – new

As of March 26, 2021, Twitter released Spaces, where members of the community can talk. In addition, reminders can
be set for future events. As an infrequent user of Twitter, with only a few “followers”, I will not be offered this feature,
at this time. Those will hundreds of followers get first crack at this new Spaces feature. Twitter’s UI will adapt to most
screens sizes and operating systems, be they mobile or desktop. Transcriptions of conversations are included as an
option.
https://twitter.com/TwitterSpaces/

NSA Tools for Mapping Social Activity of Everyone
Twenty years ago, the United States intelligence community set up a national intake
system for all telephone and internet traffic. Edward Snowden, a private contract
employee, was disturbed enough by the extent of this surveillance that he blew the whistle on the NSA, at great risk to
his personal safety. The government lied about the extent of such activities then; and by now (twenty years later) the
NSA must have increased efforts to both, mine Web data, and to keep that knowledge secret from the public. This
article (linked below) in Wired Magazine, explains how real-time tracing of an individual’s habits, contacts, locations,
and spending can be brought forth with the touch of a button. Perhaps, in a democracy, we are less worried about
governments knowing everything we do and using it against us in a malevolent ways. But, when such powerful tools
are available, they will eventually be used. [Trump was heading in that direction with demands to spy on his opponents,
put Clinton in jail, load the Supreme Court, and demanding loyalty to him rather than the constitution.]
https://www.wired.com/story/inside-the-nsas-secret-tool-for-mapping-your-social-network
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Right to Repair
So many obsolete or broken devices are heading to the technology graveyard, and
with them the dumping of a lot of toxic waste into the environment. The biggest
offenders of ‘planned obsolescence’ are just about every large manufacturer in the
World, including makers of automobiles. Further, the ability for a local mechanic,
or an independent repair shop, to repair modern vehicles has declined to the point
that some cannot be repaired at all – even by manufacturers themselves. In the car
business, they are called ‘lemons’. [In the computer/phone world, it is simply a
profitable business practice.] Efforts to make, and buy, things that last longer
through legislation have failed. Most consumers are not aware of the planned
short life cycle of the things they buy. Hence, the term, “Throw Away Society”,
has gradually become acceptable over the years. Given the choice to buy longer lasting items, or those that can be
repaired, will not be an option unless legislators make it so.
https://www.iol.co.za/technology/gadgets/microsoft-and-apple-wage-war-on-gadget-right-to-repair-laws-21307d447373-4bc3-9423-2f33bfd44585

YouTube – more ads… unless?
For years, Google’s YouTube free service has been moving toward subscriber fees, in order for viewers to avoid ads.
[Each ad is charged to advertisers when you spend time watching it, or when you click on it.] A recent change in terms
of service will allow YouTube to place ads on any content they wish. That usually involves placing ads in content with
lots of views, or on channels with lots of subscribers. However, YouTube no longer needs to enter a profit sharing
agreement with video creators/posters. [This change may have been prompted by the flood of Covid period Zoom
sessions re-posted on YouTube.] For creators in the United States -- those who collect royalties from the Partners
Program -- taxes will now be withheld. A more obtuse rule change applies to facial recognition used to indentify
people by attributes (more extensive than name only). This is an unclear “no-no”. [I think it means you can name
people in the video, but you cannot use a bot or scraper to gather ‘hidden’ data about users without express permission
from YouTube or the person(s) involved. State sanctioned spy agencies are unlikely to comply.]
https://www.youtube.com/t/terms
YouTube Shorts are 59 seconds, or less, of vertical cell phone video. Shorts compete with other platforms using the
16:9 format. They do not expire, but must use #Shorts in their title or description. An example:
https://youtu.be/9vXmgJ5GmAU
YouTube Stories are 15 second mobile only video lasting for 7 days, and permitted only to those who have thousands
of subscribers to their channel.

Russian State Spyware – at it again!
The level of sophistication, along the ease of execution, has started a new round of operating
system infections in the United States, and, possibly, Canada. The nasty file that is causing
recent havoc was hosted on a Google Cloud server. It uses JavaScript to install a .dll, hidden
inside either an internally linked .pdf download, or an .iso file.
Here is an image (below) of the email message that encourages people to follow through.
[How can anyone resist clicking on such an interesting link?] The email actually came from
a trusted, but hacked, source – USAID.
https://arstechnica.com/gadgets/2021/05/microsoft-says-solarwinds-hackers-targeted-us-agencies-in-a-new-campaign/
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Retro Gamers Want Your CRT

E-Bay listings for Cathode Ray Tube televisions are bringing in high dollar amounts. Older gamers seem to prefer
retro games, because they are colourful and they lack the motion lag of modern games. [The sound track tunes are
really catchy too!] Hooking up to RGB, S-video, Composite, and RF are the only choices for these legacy boxes. Older
televisions (and monitors) already have one or more of these connections. Players seem happy to go back to 240p/480p
graphics, with their obvious pixilation and scan lines.
https://www.wired.com/story/crt-tube-tv-hot-gaming-tech-retro-games

Android 12 - is now out for trials
The article (linked below) lists some phone models that are now able to download and install
Android 12. [The list, potentially, applies to billions of devices.] I found these rare Android
version updates often changed the look and feel of the operating system so much that the
availability of certain well known settings either disappeared, or were hard to find. I sometimes
regretted the update, regardless of claimed improvements. However, when phone
manufacturers decide you need it, you’ll get it anyway. Users will get used to it. In the end, the phone will likely be
more secure and private. For example, a new indicator appears when the microphone or camera is being accessed by an
app. Also, granular control over permissions has been improved. This beta should not be installed on you main
phone.
https://techviral.net/android-12-beta-1-is-live/

USB-C is upping capacity
Current USB-C cables can carry up to 100 Watts of power. New EPR (Extended
Power Range) cables max out at 240 Watts. However, any future devices using
these EPR cables must be designed to handle possible arcing during attachment (and
that includes power supplies). EPR USB-C cables will also carry special warning
labelling.

https://mobilesyrup.com/2021/05/26/usb-c-cable-deliver-240w-power/
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Guiding the Blind

Google has been working with others to allow lone runners/joggers, who are blind, to stay on the correct path, as long
as the path has a painted line down the middle. All of the training data was first processed by machine learning. Now
the resultant programming is small enough to reside in a cell phone strapped to the waist of the runner. Audio signals
tell the runner if the path is being followed closely enough. If not, STOP! The phone’s camera analyses photos at a rate
of 15 frames per second. During training, most of the learning problems stemmed from differing weather conditions,
like rain water reflections, heavy shadows, or leaf strewn paths, obscuring the painted line.
https://ai.googleblog.com/2021/05/project-guideline-enabling-those-with.html

Linux in the News
From:

by Alex Morrison

http://lxer.com/ & http://www.linuxtoday.com/ http://www.linuxinsider.com/
http://www.topix.com/tech/linux https://fossbytes.com/ https://www.techradar.com/

9to5Linux Weekly Roundup: June 6th, 2021
(Jun 07, 2021, 13:00) (0 talkbacks)
Learn about all of the newest distro and app releases for Linux in this weekly roundup of Linux news.

Kali Linux 2021.2 Released for Ethical Hackers with New Tools
(Jun 07, 2021, 11:45) (0 talkbacks)
Updates include Kali Tweaks, an in-house-built text-mode utility to make it easier for newcomers to configure
their brand new Kali Linux installation.
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Lenovo’s ThinkPad X1 Carbon Gen 9 Laptop Now Comes with Fedora
Linux or Ubuntu
0 Comments
Lenovo’s ThinkPad X1 Carbon Gen 9 laptop is now available for purchase with the Fedora Linux Workstation
operating system pre-installed.

Hefftor Linux: Arch Linux with Stylish Xfce, Plasma, and More [Review]
(Jun 06, 2021, 15:00) (0 talkbacks)
In this article, we review Arch-based Hefftor Linux, which brings awesome, styled Xfce, KDE Plasma, and
other interesting features.

OBS Studio 27 Released With Wayland And PipeWire support, Browser Docks On Linux And macOS
•
•

Linux Uprising (Posted by logix on Jun 7, 2021 6:05 AM EST)
Story Type: News Story; Groups: Linux, Multimedia

OBS Studio 27 has been released with native support for Wayland, new PipeWire capture source, browser
docks on macOS and Linux, and more.
•
•
•

Full story
Read more
0 threads and 0 posts

Why my need for control made me switch to Linux
•
•

Opensource.com; By David Both (Posted by bob on Jun 6, 2021 10:21 AM EST)
Story Type: Editorial; Groups: Linux

I am a control freak. I like to be in control. I got my pilot’s license so I could fly an airplane for fun, but it also
helped me understand what is happening when I fly commercial. So now I find myself explaining to
other travelers that, while not a normal occurrence, landing with the malfunctioning flaps in the up position is
something that all pilots train extensively for. Yes, that is something that happened to my wife and me on a
commercial flight a couple of years ago.
•
•
•

Full story
Read more
0 threads and 0 posts
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Sudoku
June 2021

by Alex Morrison

A Trio of Puzzles again this month – Enjoy
EASY

Sudoku
The game boards on this page were produced using
Sudokuki on Manjaro 64 Bit running KDE 5 Plasma.
The objective is to fill in the missing numbers ensuring that
every 3 X 3 grid has the numbers 1 through 9 with no
repeats and every full column or row has the numbers 1
through 9 again with no repeats.
If you have troubles solving the puzzles send an email to
me and I will send you the solution.
Have fun! Alex

MEDIUM

IF you don’t Like Sudoku puzzles – try these pages
https://www.boatloadpuzzles.com/playcrossword
http://www.freegames.net/puzzle-games.html
https://www.cryptograms.org/play.php

HARD
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By Alex Morrison

DistroTest is a website that allows people to freely test a large number of Linux distributions.
We showed this website at a previous linux meeting so I thought it might be of interest to other members who still run
Windows or Mac.
Here is the website link https://distrotest.net/index.php
Simply select any Letter ands a list of several Linux distributions beginning with that letter will be shown.
In the image below I clicked on the Letter G and cliked again on Gaaruda Linux and the image below appeared.
My screen capture software does not scroll to the lower part of the page so all I was able to display was about 1/3 of the
web page. The next step is to click one of the start buttons on the right side of the image.

I selected the third start button from the top and then the next image appears.
Sometimes as in the image below a small info box appears. The login data for this version of Garuda is shown.
After a few seconds an Open VNC Viewer button appears. Click that button and the system will boot in a live online
environment.
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Here is the image of the Live system.
You will be able to test menus and make any changes you wish.

DistroTest.net is a good way to try many Linux systems to see if any would be suitable as a daily OS for you.
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by Fred Fernbach

Windows 10 21H1 Update
I recently updated my Windows 10 20H2 to Windows 10 21H1.
The new update for Windows 10 is the same and no changes or new apps.
Since May 2021 Microsoft launch the new Windows 10 21H1 and you may have to leave your desktop or laptop as it
takes time to install the windows 10 21H1 to update.
You can also create a bootable Windows 10 21H1 for reinstall Windows 10 using Media Tools.
Windows 10 May 2021 Update
The Update Assistant can help you update to the latest version of Windows 10. To get
started, click Update now.
Update now
Create Windows 10 installation media
To get started, you will first need to have a license to install Windows 10. You can then download and run the media
creation tool. For more information on how to use the tool, see the instructions below.
Download tool now
https://www.microsoft.com/en-ca/software-download/windows10
This is a very interesting article in CNet about Quantum Computer.
Quantum computers could crack today's encrypted messages.
That's a problem
We'll likely see the top picks for safer, post-quantum
encryption technology early in 2022.
Stephen Shankland/CNET
May 24, 2021 10:34 a.m. PT
https://www.cnet.com/news/quantum-computers-could-cracktodays-encrypted-messages-thats-a-problem/
Google plans to make million-qubit quantum computers by 2029
that are much more powerful than this system it showed in 2019.
Stephen Shankland/CNET
Quantum computers, if they mature enough, will be able to crack much of today's encryption. That'll lay bare private
communications, company data and military secrets.
Today's quantum computers are far too primitive to do so. But data surreptitiously gathered now could still be sensitive
when more powerful quantum computers come online in a few years.
The computing industry is well aware of this potential vulnerability. Some companies have embarked on an
effort to create, test and adopt new encryption algorithms impervious to quantum computers. Some of those
companies, including IBM and Thales, have already begun offering products protected by what's called postquantum cryptography.
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by Alan Francis
Durham PC Users Club
BALANCE SHEET
Unaudited
ASSETS
2021
Apr 30

CURRENT ASSETS
TD Canada Trust General Account
Equipment Fund
Cash Floats
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS
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1,240.65
2,456.95
30.00
3,727.60

OTHER ASSETS
EQUIPMENT
BenQ Projector
Cooler Stand
Storage Cabinet
Tripod Stand
Projection Screen
TOTAL EQUIPMENT
PRIZES/GRATUITIES ON HAND
TOTAL ASSETS

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
5.00
286.74
4019.34

2020
Apr 30
1,221.30
2,456.95
30.00
3,708.25

21.90
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
25.90
382.32
4,116.47

LIABILITIES
CURRENT LIABILITIES
MEMBER'S EQUITY
Balance May 1/20
Increase (Decrease) for Year
Balance April 30/21
TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY

0.00

0.00

4,116.47
-97.13
4,019.34

4,321.28
-204.81
4,116.47

4,019.34

4,116.47

NOTES:
Depreciated items left on the books at $1.00 to show their existence.
Prepared by:
A. R. Francis, Treasurer
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Durham PC Users Club
INCOME STATEMENT
Unaudited
2021

2020

480.00

1,240.00

0.00

197.25

Miscellaneous

10.00

86.25

TOTAL INCOME

490.00

1,523.50

108.00

108.00

Membership Supplies

60.30

139.21

Merchandise for Gratuity/Sale

95.58

148.78

Postage

87.65

42.24

Hall Rental

0.00

1,060.00

Postal Box Rental

214.70

214.70

TOTAL EXPENSES

566.23

1,712.93

DEPRECIATION OF EQUIPMENT

20.90

15.38

-97.13

-204.81

REVENUES
Membership
Door Prize Draws

EXPENSES
Insurance

NET INCOME/(LOSS)
NOTES

Our General Account balance is presently $1,240.65 which is an increase of $19.35 from a year ago.
Our Equipment Fund balance is $2,456.95 which is the same as last year.
Equipment is depreciated annually at 30% of the prior year's value and is now fully depreciated.

Our revenue from

memberships decreased by $760.00 this year as members were given a six month
extension on renewals due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
We had no Hall Rental expense as we were unable to use Faith United Church for the entire year.
Membership fees accounted for 98% of our total revenue.
.
Prepared by:
A. R. Francis, Treasurer
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SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS {SIG’s}

Special Interest Groups are
for members only.

Special Interest Groups
Details

SIG’s are really free
monthly
seminars with question and
answer sessions following
the presentation(s)

BEGINNER

Co-ordinator: Ed Goudge
Location: Call for Location
Telephone: 905-926-9003
Date: 3rd Thursday of month 7:00 PM

LINUX

Members of SIG’s enjoy a
feeling of community and
share common goals and
interests.

Durham Linux

Co-ordinator: Ed Goudge
User Group Location: OSCC 43 John St W
Telephone: 905-926-9003
Date: 1st Thursday of month 7:00 PM

Digital Camera Group

Most SIG’s are informal and
members who attend them
set the agenda for the
meeting based on their own
needs.

Co-ordinator: Ed Goudge
Location: Call for Location
Telephone: 905-926-9003
Date: 4th Thursday of each month at 7:00PM

New ideas for SIG groups
are welcome.

DPCUC
EXECUTIVE
2020-2021

President
Peter Camilleri
peter.c.camilleri@gmail.com
289-928-1579
Vice-President
Anne Delong
annedelong@timetraces.com
905-623-6975
Secretary
Mark Hunter
mark.s.hunter6605@gmail.com 905-924-2196
Treasurer
Allan Francis
alelainef@sympatico.ca
905-576-0481
Membership
David Odynski
odynskid@sympatico.ca
905-576-6325
Librarian
Dan Delong
dandelong@timetraces.com
905-623-6975
Program Director Fred Fernbach frederic-fernbach@outlook.com
905-410-0053
Advertising Director
TBA
Newsletter Editor
Alex Morrison dpcuc@rogers.com
905-579-1560
Director at Large
David Swain
david@swainracing.com
905-985-5201
Director at Large
Bob Bell
bob@rgbell.ca
905 -571-6748
Director at Large
Ed Goudge
edgoudge@yahoo.com
905-926-9003

HOME PAGE

Newsletter
Information

--- http://www.durhampc-usersclub.on.ca/

PC Monitor is the official publication of the Durham
Personal Computer Users’ Club and is published
monthly at Oshawa, Ontario. The DPCUC mailing
address is
PMB # 110, 27-1300 King St East,
Oshawa, ON L1H8J4.
The PC Monitor cannot be responsible for errors or
inaccuracies in the content, although efforts will be
made to publish information accurately.

The deadline for articles and information is 10 days
following the monthly meeting. Late submissions may
not be published due to tight schedules. Submit articles
by email to the editor at alexmor@teksavvy.com
Articles should be submitted in Word Format using
Times New Roman as the preferred Font.

